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1 - Shadow vs. Eggman

The Adventures of Shadow the Hedgehog

Episode One: The Fierce Battle

It was a nice, beautiful summer day and our hero, Shadow the Hedgehog (a.k.a. “The Ultimate Life
Form”), was taking a stroll through Station Square. “Man, it sure is a nice day!” said Shadow.

Shadow was a black hedgehog that looked like a heroic blue hedgehog named Sonic. Fifty years ago,
Shadow was created to help Dr. Gerald Robotnik fight a mysterious disease that his granddaughter,
Maria, was sick with. Then, G.U.N. came to the space colony ARK (were Shadow, Gerald and Maria
lived), and assassinated Maria and Gerald. They also imprisoned Shadow on a military base on Earth.
Then, Gerald's grandson Dr. Eggman went to the base and freed Shadow. They tried to destroy Earth,
but they did not succeed. And now they're enemies. Lets just get to the story, ok?

Anyway, suddenly Shadow heard a really big explosion coming from a mysterious building at the beach.
“What was that!?” exclaimed Shadow. He rushed to the scene immediately.

At the place where the building exploded, Shadow began to explore the fire. “Geeze, (cough) what is
going on here? I'll bet Eggman is behind this” guessed Shadow. Just then, he heard a voice. “Right you
are, Shadow!” said the voice. Then out of nowhere, Dr. Eggman came out of the smoke in his Egg
Walker. “Dr. Eggman!” exclaimed

Shadow. “Shadow, it is useless to fight me this time. It may seem that I am using my Egg Walker, but I
have a special surprise just for you.” explained Dr. Eggman. Then, he got out plasma cannons out of a
secret compartment and began to fire at Shadow rapidly. “AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!” screamed
Shadow while being fired at. “Ughhhhhhh…” moaned the hero in pain. “That was so fast and powerful,
even I couldn't avoid it!” Shadow realized. “That's right. With my new weapon, you do not stand a
chance. The building explosion was all a trap for you. And now I will destroy you for good! So, Shadow,
are you going to surrender, or do you want some more?” asked Dr. Eggman. “Bring it on, loser!” dared



Shadow. Eggman fired at Shadow again, but

Shadow was avoiding them this time.

“Argggggh! I will not be humiliated!” yelled Eggman while firing. “Too bad, Eggman! I have the edge
now!” said Shadow while avoiding the plasma cannon fire. “This is far from over, Shadow!” yelled
Eggman. Just then, the Egg Walker transformed in to some red jet.

“Shadow, allow me to introduce you to the Egg Jet!” The Egg Jet then flew to the air and continued to
fire the plasma cannons rapidly. Then Shadow used his Jet Shoes to fly to the air. “It's an air battle you
want, eh? Fine!” dared Eggman. “Bring it on!” accepted Shadow.

In the air, Shadow did a homing attack to the Egg Jet, but it failed. “Too bad, Shadow! I just activated a
special shield in order to keep you from victory!” explained Eggman. “Things may not look good for me
right now, but I will win this battle!” said Shadow. “Yeah right!” said Eggman. Then, Eggman slammed
the Egg Jet right in to Shadow. “AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH” yelled Shadow as he
slammed to the sand. As Shadow was buried in the sand, there was huge explosion from the sand that
covered the entire beach. Out emerged Super Shadow from the blazing fire that covered the entire
beach. “OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!”
panicked Eggman. “Eggman, there is no escape now! This battle is about to end!” yelled Super
Shadow. “Chaos Spear!” yelled Super Shadow. Super Shadow then fired the fierce rapid Chaos Spear
at the Egg Jet. Then the Egg Jet exploded and Eggman fell right in the middle of the fire, but unluckily
Eggman did not fall in it. Then Super Shadow flew to the ground and began punching and kicking
Eggman rapidly. “OH! OW! YIPE! AHH! OH! OWWWWWWWWW!
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!” screamed Eggman begging for mercy. Then Super
Shadow gave him one big knuckle sandwich and sent him flying to Station Square Jail.

“Well, you've been on the most-wanted list, Dr. Eggman! You are under arrest! Cool. You're already in
the jail cell.” said the Guard. “Curse you, Shadow the Hedgehog!” yelled Eggman.

Super Shadow turned back into Shadow and looked at his watch. “Oh, No! Five thirty! Amy's going to
have a big one! Well, at least she won't mind if she knows I was kicking Eggman's keester!

Well, Shadow got home and told Amy, Shelly and Shad about his fierce battle with Dr. Eggman and they



had to close Station Square beach until next summer. Shadow's next adventure will happen soon, but
until then, rest easy Shadow the Hedgehog.

THE END
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